Supa Tipsta

Commences Monday 12th March 2018 at 9:00am and concludes Saturday 22th September 2018.

For a participant to enter they must swipe their EDP Eureka Rewards card at any EDP venue’s entry doorman (entry
Kiosk) and enter their tips
The participant that selects the winners for every game of a round and also the correct margin (of the Adelaide oval
game) will win the prize. If nobody wins the round, the prize amount will jackpot $1,000 for the next round.
1. Information on how to enter and the prize forms part of these terms and conditions.

2. The promotion is open to EDP Eureka Hotel Rewards members 18 years of age and over.

3. Non members may participate by joining EDP Eureka Hotel Rewards at anytime during the promotion.

4. Qualifying members can enter by swiping their EDP Eureka Rewards card at any EDP venue’s entry doorman (entry Kiosk) and enter in their
football tips.
5. All tips must be placed via any EDP venues doorman (entry Kiosk)

6. To enter the participant must make a selection of the teams that participate in the round and also the margin (from the Adelaide Oval game) which
they expect the winning team’s score to exceed.
7. Participants can change their tips however this needs to be done on the booths (kiosk) an hour before a scheduled match start time.

8. In the event a participant chooses to change tips mid round of any game not already played or locked, it is the participant’s responsibility to change
any tips. Staff and management will not take part in the changing of any tips for participants.
9. Participants may play any round throughout the AFL season with no requirements to tip every week or for the whole season.
10. The promotion is not open to any employee of an EDP Hotel, their immediate families or its service agencies.

11. Qualifying for the promotion commences Monday 12th March 2018 at 9:00am and concludes Saturday 22th September 2018.

12. The winner will be chosen each round and will win the prize if they have correctly chosen the winner of each game in a round and also the exact
margin of the Adelaide Oval game of that round.

14. The prize starts at $1,000 and if no one selects all the winning games for a round and also the exact margin of the Adelaide Oval game the prize
will jackpots $1,000 to the next round.
15. If there is more than one participant in the same round that wins i.e. selects all the winners in the games in the round and the Adelaide
oval game margin, the prize is split evenly amongst the winners.
16. Round winners will be determined 24 hours after the last game has ended of a round.

17. A EDP Hotels representative will take all reasonable steps to contact the winner via their primary contact supplied on their EDP Rewards Card.
Failing which, written notification if address details are permissible. The winner’s name and card number will also be published at www.edphotels.
com.au website.
18. Cardholders must have a contact method listed for competition purposes, and have all contact details up to date and correct.

19. The winner has 6 (six) months to claim their prize from the winning round, after which may be disposed of at the promoter’s discretion.

20. The prize amount will be issued as points on the winners EDP Eureka Rewards Card. The winner can then choose to redeem in the points as
cash or cheque or use the points in any EDP hotel.
21. There will be 23 rounds as well as the Qualifying and Elimination Final round, Semi-Final round and Preliminary Final round.

22. In the final round (Preliminary final round), if no participant selects all the winners and also the exact margin (of the match that EDP Hotels
choose) the winner shall be the participant who has the most correct tips for the overall season. If there is more than one participant that has
the most correct tips for the overall season then the prize is divided up evenly amongst these participants.
23. In the case of round 10 when there is no Adelaide oval game, the margin game shall be Melbourne v Crows played on May 27th.
In the case of the Qualifying & Elimination Final round, Semi-Final round and Preliminary Final round EDP Hotels will select the margin game
and each EDP venue will be advised.
24. In the cases of a byes, the game is disregarded.

25. In the case of a game being a draw, the game is disregarded.

26. Prize must be taken as offered. In the event of any dispute the Promoter’s decision is final and binding and no correspondence will be entered
into.
27. Participants agree to be bound by the Prize Draw outcome as determined by promotion officials.

28. The promotor will not be responsible for any loss or damage suffered by members participating in the promotion or any loss or damage to the
prize once delivered to the winner.
29. Management reserves the right to refuse entry to the tipping competition to any person(s)

30. In the event there is a dispute concerning the conduct or administration of any Promotion, the decision of the Promoter is final and no
correspondence will be entered into.

31. By participating in the promotion, all players agree to accept and be bound by the Terms and Conditions which are available at the venues
website (listed below) or from the gaming staff on request at the venue.

32. The promoter reserves the right to update these Terms and Conditions from time to time. Changes will be posted on the www.edphotels.com.au
website.
33. The trader is: Hotel & Club Services Pty Ltd - 540 Port Road Allenby Gardens 5009 ABN 86067065338 on behalf of the EDP Hotel Group

Venues involved in the promotion are Tavern 540, Pulteney Pokies (Trading as Jackpots On Pulteney), The Little Pub (Trading as Jackpots On
Hindley), Regency Tavern, Portland Hotel, Carlisle Tavern, Wee Willies, Wheatsheaf Hotel, Bridgeport Hotel, Grays Inn, Richies Tavern, Hotel
Bayview, Central Hotel, Sporties Tavern (Trading As Sportsmans Tavern), Spencer Hotel, Sky Tavern And Tassie Tavern.

